
ACE 
STRATEGY

ACE THOSE
ANSWERS!!



  What is a constructed response?

The trend in national standards-based 
testing is to remove the ability for students 
to guess their answers!

*Emphasis on application of learning.

*Students must provide evidence for how they
  get their answers and effective writing is
  required.



NMSBA
Multiple Choice

70% of the test
50% of the scoring weight

Open-Ended Questions
30% of the test

50% of the scoring weight



Instructional Prep for Reading
• Testing pattern consists of:

– Read the passage
– Answer the questions
– Prepare short or extended narrative 

responses

Responses that score highest are 
those that reference the passages.
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ACE  Strategy   

A…Answer the question!
C…Cite evidence from the text!
E…Expand your answer!

For Reading



ACE the Question
Short-Answer Response

• A - Answer the question in a complete   
         sentence correctly.
• C - Cite evidence from the passage that    
         supports the answer.
• E - Expand (explain) the answer – add

      more.



Sample question

What is the difference between 
El Niño and La Niña?



Let’s try it out!  

 What is the difference between 
 El Niño and La Niña?

To help students restate the question: 
• Underline as many words in the 

question as possible. 



Model Answer

Answer.. The difference between El Niño and La 
Niña is the temperature of the surface of the 
eastern Pacific Ocean.

Cite.. In an El Niño situation, the surface water in 
the eastern Pacific Ocean gets unusually warm, 
and in a La Niña the waters get very cold. 

Expand.. There is an El Niño this year, so 
winter should have warmer than normal 
temperatures. 



 Strategies for
EFFECTIVELY expanding our extended-

response questions.

*Describe a personal connection that you can
 make to the passage.
*State an opinion about the passage
*Make a prediction about what you think might happen
next
*Make a comparison about two characters in the passage
*Make an inference a bout something you read in the 
passage
*Point out a cause/effect situation in the passage.
*Make a conclusion about the passage



Student examples

• Question: How does a new phoenix come into 
existence?
A - A new phoenix comes into existence when it is born from the 

ashes of the old one.
C - First the phoenix makes a nest, and when it dies it sets on fire, 

and from the ashes there is a worm, and the worm turns into a 
phoenix.

E - There is a phoenix in Harry Potter.

A - The phoenix has never existed because it only lives in the   
imagination of people.

C - Unfortunately for bird watchers, the phoenix only lives in the 
minds and imaginations of Greeks and Egyptians.

E - I wonder if the phoenix could still really be a creature on this 
earth even though it only exists in the minds of people? 



Put Your Heart Into It

How does exercise affect blood flow?

A There are several ways exercise affects blood flow. 

C To begin with, aerobic exercises “create a more regular 
flow of oxygen into the blood and accelerate the removal 
of carbon dioxide from the blood.” Next, strength 
exercises also build up muscles. The author states, “The 
larger your muscles, the more blood flows to them.” Lastly, 
stretching is another type of exercise mentioned. 
“Flexibility exercises like stretching help you get your 
blood flowing in the areas you want to exercise.” 

E That is why, blood flow is important in warming up a muscle 
because warmed muscles are stronger muscles.

Use Transition Words



Underline Action Words

Do you think reindeer help the people that 
live in the Arctic survive?  Give one detail 
from the article to support your opinion.  Be 
sure to write your response in your answer 
document.
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General 4-point rubric for Reading

Score                                                                                                                                                                                                

4 The student response Effectively and completely addresses the prompt. 
Though it may have minor faults, it will have superior organization and contain specific 
information including facts, details, and examples.

3 The student response Adequately addresses the prompt.  
Although the writer may give as much information as the writer of a “4” response, some 
information may not be well integrated into the writing and may be more general than specific 
or concrete.

2 The student response Partially addresses the prompt, although it may be weakly 
organized in one or more of the following ways:
o Information may be presented in a random manner
o Information may be presented through generalization without appropriate details
o Information may be limited to lists without elaboration

1 Minimally addresses the prompt.

0 Does not address the prompt



How am I doing in ACEing my 
reading quizzes

3…I explained 
my answer…I 
added more.

2…I could cite 
evidence to 
support my 
answer.
1…I answered 
the question and 
got it right.

 

0…I didn’t get 
the correct 
answer.

Quiz 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
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ACE  Strategy   

A…Answer the problem!
C…Compute your work!
E…Explain how you got your
        answer!

For Math



There are 29 NBL teams. Each team is allowed to have 12 active players
and 3 on injured reserve.
How many players are in the NBL at any one time?

A…(Answer)  435 players
 

 There are _435_ players in the NBL at any one time.

C… (Compute) or show your work

        X = (12+3) 29             29
        X = (15) 29               x15        
        X = 435                     145
                                         29_
E… (Explain) in writing.     435

First, each team is allowed to have 12 active and 3 reserve players 
which equals 15 total players on each team.   I then multiplied the 
total number of players (15)  by the number of NBL teams (29) to 
find that 435 players are in the NBL at any one time. 
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Answer: Compute:

Explain:___________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________
_________________________________________

ACE…..your math questions NMSBA Rubric 
Score ____

Standard:_______________________Benchmark:_____________________
Question:______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________



Explanation Tips

• Encourage students to EXPLAIN their 
work - not DESCRIBE it
– Description:
 “I multiplied $1.25 and 13 and got $16.25”
– Explanation
 “I multiplied the price of gas per gallon and 

the number of gallons to get the price for 
the gas used.”
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0 points *Gives an incorrect response 
with no work shown.

*Offers no mathematical 
understanding of the problem.

*Does not address the 
problem.

EMERGING
1 point

*Offers a correct solution to 
the problem with no 
supporting evidence, detail or 
explanation.

*Contains numerous errors in 
computation and reasoning 
that detract from the overall 
quality of the response.

*Provides vague 
interpretation to the solution/
explanation, indicating little or 
no mathematical 
understanding of the task or 
concept.

NEARING
PROFICIENT
2 points

*Offers a partially correct 
answer that may contain 
flaws, indicating an 
incomplete understanding of 
the task or concept.

*May show faulty reasoning 
leading to weak answers or 
conclusions.
 *May demonstrate a poor 
understanding of relevant 
mathematical procedure or 
concepts. 

*May demonstrate unclear 
communication in writing or 
diagrams.

PROFICIENT
3 points

*Offers a generally correct 
solution, but contains minor 
flaws in reasoning or 
computation.

*Gives evidence that an 
appropriate problem-solving 
strategy was selected and 
implemented but may contain 
minor errors that detract from 
the overall quality of the 
response.

*Is clearly focused and well-
organized but neglects some 
aspect of the complete 
solution.
*Lacks significant detail to 
convey thorough 
understanding of the task.

ADVANCED
4 points

*Offers a correct solution that 
is well supported by well-
developed, accurate 
explanations.

*Gives evidence that an 
appropriate problem-solving 
strategy was implemented, 
but may contain minor errors 
that DO NOT detract from the 
overall quality of the response

*Is clearly organized and 
focused and shows a 
mathematical understanding 
of the task or concept.
*Contains sufficient 
explanation to convey 
thorough understanding of the 
problem.

NMSBA RUBRIC FOR OPEN-ENDED ITEMS IN MATH
Answer Compute Explain
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 Your ADVANCED score:

♦has enough details to show you understood the problem.
♦is organized and complete.
♦completely explains your ideas and math thinking.
♦has a correct answer.
**************************************************************
 Your PROFICIENT score:

♦has some details to show you understood the problem.
♦is mostly organized.
♦explains your ideas and math thinking.
♦has a correct answer.
**************************************************************
 Your NEARLY PROFICIENT score:

♦doesn’t have enough details to show you understood the problem.
♦is unorganized and unclear.
♦doesn’t clearly explain your ideas or math thinking
♦has an answer that’s almost right.
***************************************************************
 Your EMERGING score:

♦showed no details.
♦doesn’t make sense.
♦has no explanation of ideas or math thinking.
♦has a wrong answer.

KID-FRIENDLY 4 POINT RUBRIC



KAILUA/ KALAHEO COMPLEXES

                                                                                                                                                    

Sea-ing Success in Middle School Mathematics       Sea-ing Success in Middle School Literacy
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Website Resources


